April 28, 2006 Khutbah Part 2:
(continued from April 21 / 06)
Studying the Quran carefully to follow the Revealed Knowledge from Allah:
I seek refuge in Allah from satan the rejected.
In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
This is the last Jum’aah of the month, and the Jum’aah dates have occurred as: April 7,
14, 21, and 28. The dates are all multiples of 7 and 14 during this month. We are gathered on
April 28 for our Jum’aah Salaat again, and on this day, GOD will provide the people with sure,
authentic and confirmed Proofs regarding the Miracle of the Seven Pairs - through His name
letters and those of the messenger. If the hypocrites studied the Quran carefully, and read these
sermons, I am sure they will also come across the verses recited herein.
57:28 Part 1: O you who believe, you shall reverence God and believe in His messenger.
Part 2: He will then grant you double the reward from His mercy, endow you with light to guide
you, and forgive you.
Revealed: The G.V. of Allah letters is 145 and 131, the diff. is truthfully 14 - the Seven Pairs.
Revealed: The Aleefs in each part are 10 and 1; they are purposely scrambled by God, but when
re-arranged, as per His will, the numbers readily become 110 – revealing the Sacred Shahadah,
and His Absolute Authority that He has by being the only GOD in the universe.
7:61 Part 1: He said, “O my people, I am not astray.”
Part 2: I am a messenger from the Lord of the universe.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 5, the diff. is 1 – (I come with the Authority of the One
God )
Revealed: The G.V. of my letters are 458 and 444, the diff. is truthfully 14 – the Seven Pairs.
7:67 Part 1: He said, “O my people, there is no foolishness in me.”
Part 2: I am a messenger from the Lord of the Universe.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 5, the diff. is 1 – (I come with His Absolute Authority )
Revealed: The G.V. of my letters are 458 and 444, the diff. is truthfully 14 – the Seven Pairs.
Question: *** What do I have to deliver from the Lord of the universe?
7:62 Part 1: I deliver to you the messages of my LORD, and I advise you.
Part 2: And I know from GOD what you do not know.
Revealed: my name letters are 12 and 13, the diff. is 1 – the messenger hereby delivers God’s
messages, which you are currently reading and can see on the website.
Revealed: The G.V. of my letters are 308 and 422, the diff. is 114 – the messenger delivers the
114 chapters of God’s Scripture – the Quran.
7:68 Part 1: I deliver to you my Lord’s messages.
Part 2: And I am honestly advising you.
Revealed: The G.V. of my letters are 174 and 284, the diff. is 110 – (I come to you with the full
Authority and Knowledge of ALLAH, bearing His Shahadah “La Elaha Ella Hoo” (G.V. 110).
Through these powerful Proofs, I give good news to the believers and serve a warning to the
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disbelievers, to submit to God before the retribution overtakes them.
If the followers of the Quran do not know or realize what a messenger is about, then they
should ask those who know the scripture, as it should be known. They will then realize that they
have been concealing these verses from themselves and others; a gross sin punishable with
confinement in Hell.
16:43 Part of Vs: Ask those who know the scripture.
Part of Verse: If you do not know.
Knowing the Revelation of 1: The Aleefs are 3 and 2, the diff. is 1
Knowing the Revelation of 1: The Arabic letters are 13 and 14, the diff. is 1.
As the minds of the hypocrites and the disbelievers are locked, they do think that the
Quran has contradictions, as satan makes them think like this. The reason for their contention is
because the arrangement of the chapters and the verses assigned to them through the “Pages of
Contents,” seem like a maze to the ordinary eye. It is impossible for the disbelievers to spot any
miracle, even though God has pointed out and given actual verses on “numbers” in the Quran.
However, they are made apparent and visible to the believing eyes. Similarly, the subject matter
within the verses seems like a maze to the disbelievers as they are deliberately spread out
through various chapters by GOD. Some of the subjects, topics, and the commands, are not in a
continuous order or next to each other. This has been purposely done by God, and the
Scripture is infallible without any flaws.
It is easy to observe that most of the so-called muslims or submitters are unable to uphold
the commands of GOD, even though they have the Quran in their homes. Their usual complaint
and excuse for not upholding is that they do not understand the Book. The translations done by
unauthorized people have confused them further. When they are shown or given the truthful
translation which is clear, unambiguous, and easy to understand, they still do not believe. This
proves that their initial excuse for not believing and upholding the Scripture is not valid, and is
simply an excuse. Due to lack of sincerity, they have been blinded out by God, and locks placed
on their minds. When a person believes sincerely, the system of GOD works in their favor, and
HE inspires them to believe in the truth. The believers understand the meaning when the
messenger explains to them. The system of God is explained and confirmed through the
following verse composed on the Miracle of the Seven Pairs, and the Sacred Codes.
22:54 Part 1: Those who are blessed with knowledge will recognize the truth from your Lord,
then believe in it, and their hearts will readily accept it. --------------------- Allah letters are 19
Part 2: Most assuredly, God guides the believers in the right path. --------Allah letters are 14
*** To make this verse even more profound, it is mounted with 14 ALEEFS in the entire
verse, evenly split as 7 and 7 for each part.
57:16 Part 1: Is it not time for those who believed to open up their hearts for God’s message
and the truth that is revealed herein? ------------------------------------------ALLAH letters are 19
Part 2: They should not be like the followers of the previous scriptures whose hearts became
hardened with time and, consequently, many of them turned wicked.-----ALLAH letters are 20
REVEALED: The difference in Allah letters of 1, points to the Message of the ONE GOD,
through His messenger. Glory be to my Lord.
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Once you have recognized the Scripture – “The Quran,” to be from ALLAH, (God)
through the unique mathematical codes, your next duty and responsibility is to recognize
the messenger, through the same codes. This is essential for you to receive your purified
teachings in order to be forgiven by God. Reflect on these verses:
Messenger with Signs – Easy to Recognize:
6:20 Those to whom we have given the Scripture recognize this as they recognize their own
children. The ones who lose their souls are those who do not believe.
23:69 Have they failed to recognize their messenger? Is this why they are disregarding him?
Recognizing the Messenger: my name letters are 34 and 15, the diff. is 19.
Confirming the Revelation: The G.V. of my letters are 1024 and 478, placing them side by
side, we have: 1024,478 = 14 x 73177 (This reveals the Sacred Codes through my name letters)
To draw attention to this fact, and to reveal the significance of verse 23:69, the Most
Gracious has placed this verse in the chapter titled “The Believers” (those who believe and
intend to uphold all of the Quran by following God’s messengers) warning the people not to fail
in recognizing the messenger or to disregard him. This verse is surrounded by a verse before,
and after, with the most awesome proofs of 19 & 14, surrounding verse 23:69.
23:68 Why do they not reflect upon this scripture? Do they not realize that they have received
something never attained by their ancestors?
ALLAH LETTERS ARE 19
23:69 Have they failed to recognize their messenger? Is this why they are disregarding
him?
(this verse is embedded between 23:68 and 23:70)
(Proof: It is a 2 part verse. The verse number is made up of two digits; 6 and 9. My name letters
are inscribed to correspond with the same digits, by being 9 in the 1st part and 6 in the 2nd part,
revealing and matching, so you may recognize the messenger, as his name letters have been
predestined by God to fit in to the pattern of the revelations.)
23:70 Have they decided that he is crazy? Indeed, he has brought the truth to them, but most of
them hate the truth.
ALLAH LETTERS ARE 14
My name letters having the same pattern of 6 and 9 to fit in to the pattern of verse 69, of
chapter 23 is also revealed through some of the following verses:
56:78 In a protected book
56:79 None can grasp it except the sincere.
***Recognize the Pattern? my name letters are 6 and 9, so that you may reflect and recognize
your messenger mentioned in 23:69, whose name letters are “Matched” by GOD.
I will give you another example of inscription of my name letters under the pattern of 6
and 9 letters to jive with verse 69 of chapter 23, through verse 54:40 Note that there is a
difference of 14 between the chapter number 54 and the verse number 40. Praise be to God.
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54:40 Part 1: We made the Quran easy to learn.
Part 2: Does any of you wish to learn?
***Recognize the Pattern? My name letters are split as 9 and 6; when unscrambled, the
pattern is the same as 6 and 9, to jive with verse 69 of chapter 23.
Also Revealed: my initials are 14, the Seven Pairs, while my total letters are 15, the
difference being 1 – the “Revelation of 1”
*** the verse asking you to recognize your messenger is 23:69. An additional Proof arises out
of this number. The digits of chapter 23, (2+3) add up to 5, and the digits of verse 69 (6+9) add
up to 15. This gives rise to a new verse by the numbers of 5 and 15, which is 5:15
5:15 O people of the scripture, our messenger has come to you to proclaim for you many things
you have concealed in the scripture, and to pardon many other transgressions you have
committed. A beacon has come to you from GOD, and a profound scripture.
***Recognize the Proof? The Allah letters are 19 confirming everything I have stated.
5:15 Part 2: A beacon has come to you from GOD, and a profound scripture.
***Recognize the Proof? My name letters are precisely 14, while the Allah letters are 5, thereby
the sum becomes 19; the revelation of the Sacred Codes has been called as a “beacon,” and this
Book a “profound scripture.” This beacon will be made apparent through 24:35, through the
verse that defines GOD as being the Light of the heavens and the earth.
24:35 God is the Light of the heavens and the earth.
***Recognize the Sacred Codes? The Arabic letters are 19, and Quranic Initials are 14.
***Recognize Rev. of 1? The Allah letters are 9, and my letters are 10, the diff. is 1.
Part of Vs: God is the Light of the heavens and the earth Arabic letters are 19 (Q. In. are14)
Part of Vs: God guides to His light whoever wills. ---------Arabic letters are 19 (Q. In. are 15)
Part of Vs: (24:40) Whomever God deprives of light ------Arabic letters are 19 (Q. In. are 16)
***Recognize the Clear Revelations? Each portion above is marked by ALLAH with the
number 19, to prove that He is the Bestower of All Light, Grace, Mercy, and Guidance.
Furthermore, each time, the Quranic Initials are 14-15-16, bearing the difference of 1.
“Glory and praise be to Almighty Allah for giving us “clear revelations.”
Part of Vs: God is the Light of the heavens and the earth.
Part of Vs: God guides to His light whoever wills.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and 8, the diff. is 1 – The Absolute GOD controls the
guidance, and enlightens those who are sincere and willing to be enlightened.
Part of Vs: God guides to His light whoever wills.
Part of Vs: Whomever God deprives of His light.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8 and 9, the diff. is 1 – (To be guided by God or not makes
the whole difference in our lives on Earth and in the Hereafter)
Parts of Verse: God is the light of the heavens and the earth. Light upon light. God guides
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to His light whoever wills.
***Recognize the Light through Sacred Codes? The G.V. of Allah letters are 266 = 14 x 19
*** If you want to benefit from God’s light, you have to believe and follow the messenger
blessed with the Sacred Codes, as the verse above and below has revealed.
24:35 Light upon light. ------------------------------------------ G.V. of my letters is 152 = 19 x 8
God guides to His light whoever wills. ----------------------- G.V. of my letters is 266 = 14 x 19
*** In the next revelation, God will specify what “light” He is talking about and how you
can receive it?
24:40 Part of Vs: Whomever God deprives of His light.
Revealed: The G.V. of Allah letters is 162; this number is the value of “Al-Islam or The
Submission” It means that if GOD does not bless you with His light and guidance, you will be
unable to follow Islam or to submit. Short of His guidance, you are bound for Hell.
Revealed: The G.V. of my letters is 352; this number represents “Quran.” This means that if
God deprives you of His light, you will not be able to understand and follow the Quran, nor will
you be able to believe in His messenger or the Signs given to him from the Quran.
The religion of Islam (Submission) is for ALLAH, whose name letters reveal 162,
while His Scripture, the Quran is for the humans to follow, and the knowledge is given to
the messengers; hence God reveals 352 through my name letters.
***Reflect on the following parts of these verses which bring out the name of the Glorified
God, ALLAH, through my name letters, AlhamdoLillah.
24:35 Light upon light. God guides to His light whoever wills.
24:40 Whomever God deprives of His light.
***Recognize your Creator, and His name? G.V. of my letters are 418 and 352, diff. is 66.
Prostrate to His name, ALLAH; He is glorified and praiseworthy. Since God has revealed His
name through His messenger’s name letters, it means that anyone who disbelieves in His
messenger and the Signs / Proofs given to him, will be deprived of GOD’S Light and sent astray.
These revelations are very clear, consistent, and have proofs more than once.
24:40 Part of Vs: Whomever God deprives of His light.
Part of Verse: Will have no light.
Revealed: The Aleefs are 2 and 1, the diff. is 1 – the Absolute God holds and controls the Light.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and 3, the difference is ----------------6
Matching: my name letters are 12 and 6, the difference is also ----------6
This pattern reveals the Sacred Name of ALLAH, through His letters and of those of
His messenger. These kinds of concrete and solid revelations should make it absolutely clear to
everyone, that without believing and following God’s messenger, you cannot have His light and
mercy. There are no two ways about Submission and no way around it, either. It is one clear way
– the straight path – to follow His Absolute Authority and whatever and whenever He reveals.
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If the above detailed proofs are still not enough for some to humble themselves and fall
prostrate to the Almighty Lord of the Universe, then let me put the above sentences in one line so
that you can now witness the Miracle of the Seven Pairs, before this sermon ends.
24:35 & 24:40 (Relative parts of verses) ALLAH is the light of the heavens and the earth. Light
upon light. ALLAH guides to His light whoever wills. Whomever ALLAH deprives of His light,
will have no light.
***Recognize the Miracle? The Allah letters are 30, and my letters are 44, the diff. is 14.
With such profound verses and statement from the Most Wise, revealing the
“Miracle of the Seven Pairs for His messenger”, I can only feel sorrow for the disbelievers
who have rejected God’s Absolute Authority and think that they are guided. Can they
counter these proofs? Do they have proofs of their own to show?
Peace be upon the messengers
PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
(To be continued as Part 3, next week, God willing)
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